
7.2.1. The BARI Group

7.2.1.1. Bari (proper)

Ba phonology has been described comprehensively by E.M.

Yokwe - by birth a native speaker of "Southern Bari 1" who "has

spent much of his life in Juba and has normalized his speech t

Central Bari" (Hall & Yokwe 1979:285) - in his remarkable (un-

published) M.A. thesis (1977/78). Mr. Yokwe's study, which I

strongly recommend to anybody who wants more details on aa,

forms the basis for the following notes.

7.2.1.1.1. Consonants

Obstruents

Ba phonemic obstruents are predominantly stops, but also one
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fricative has been noted. There are five points of articulation:

bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal

plosive p *t k * (?)

*> <* j g

implosive b d 9

y

fricative s

According to Yokwe (1977/78:15,17), /b/ and /d/ do not occur in

word- final position where they are replaced by /m/ and /V» re-

spectively. There are no examples in my own data. /j/ is option-

ally affricated. Yokwe (1977/78:22) gives distinct evidence to

prove alternation between /t/ and /s/ in word-final position,

i.e., /t/ replaces /s/. The following examples, however, may

raise the question as to whether this alternation has always to

be seen as a replacement of /s/ by /t/, as (1) the forms having

/s/ are clearly plurals derived from singulars ending in /t/,

and not vice versa, and (2) /s/ in these examples is always fol-

lowed by /i-i/.

'heifer* karet / kares-i

'chair' s/dct / sidcs-i

'case in law' putet / putes-i (Spagnolo 1960:248)

In other words, one may equally argue that [s] in the above ex-

amples is an allophone of /t/: t •* s/v v/l+frontl*

Word-finally, /t/ was heard semi-mute in a number of words,

e.g. murfle-ni^ 'vein 1

, rudu-o 'forest*.

A critical point relates to the phonemic character of the

glottal stop /V not sufficiently determined. It occurs only

stem- or word-finally and in most cases alternates morphophono-

logically with /l/ or /d/. Yokwe (1977/78:20) holds that in

many instances / 7 / does not alternate, sometimes in indeclinable

words, and therefore tentatively treats it as an autonomous

phoneme.

SonovantB

Bm phonemic sonorants comprise four nasals, two liquids, and
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two glides. Their points of articulation are the same as for ob-

struents, except for glottal articulation:

bilabial alveolar palatal velar

nasal m n ji q

lateral 1

rolled r

glide w y

/j»/ is invariably replaced by /n/ in word-final position, /l/

in my data has been heard as a simply flapped [r ) in the item

'egg*: katuruk-utl • Word-finally, /i/ is invariably replaced

by [
7 ]. Both glides are pronounced emphatically in word-initial

position.

Some Ba consonants may be geminated across morpheme bounda-

ries, but gemination is never phonemically distinct, e.g.:
1 to bury* nuk (transitive) : nug-ga (intransitive/

•qualitative 1

)

Consonant sequences

The following consonant sequences occur in the lexical data of

this study: plosive + glide dw , kw
,
gw

nasal plosive mb , nt , nd , gg

nasal + glide qw

rolled + plosive rj .

7.2.1.1.2. Vowels

Ba has a balanced ten-vowel system consisting of two sets of

five vowels each. Tucker & Bryan (1966:444) used the labels

"open" and "close" to denote the principal characteristics of

the two sets. More recently, the features [-ATR] for "open" and

[+ATR] for "close" vowels were introduced to replace former ter-

minologies in the Nilotic context. It is argued that the artic-

ulation of "close" vowels largely depends on an advanced posi-

tion of the tongue root (ATR *= Advanced Tongue Root), a charac-

teristic which cannot be observed with "open" vowels (cf. Hall

et al. 1973/74). The feature term [ATR] is therefore used
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through .. the present study.

The Ba vowel phonemes are: i,i,e,e,a,6,o l o,
v , u . Within the Eastern Nilotic language group, only /&/ is

unique and needs a short description which is taken from Hall &

Yokwe (1979:285):

. . . <3 . . . is . . . a somewhat raised and markedly centralized

low vowel which is produced with no rounding of the lips

or of the tongue cavity and with no sucking in of the

cheeks. It is slightly lower and slightly more back than

the vowel in American English but...

In terms of distinctive features the description would be

(Yokwe 1977/78:34).

-high
-low
back
-round
ATR

/u/ becomes [w] between vowels, e.g.:

'heart 1 /t6*u/l!/ -* [toVfil] .

There are no long vowel phonemes.

Vowel eequenoee

Yokwe (1977/78: 1 20ff . ) gives a full list of possible vowel se-

quences of which only five occur in my own data: ie , io ,ia,

oe , ue .

Vowel harmony

This phenomenon plays an important part in all Eastern Nilotic

languages where it is to be seen mostly in vowel changes from

[-ATR] vowels to corresponding [+ATR] vowels, i.e., from set 1

([-ATR]) to set 2 ([+ATR]).
3 Tucker & Bryan (1966), therefore,

also talk of Vowel Category Harmony or Vowel Category Shift,

respectively, terms I occasionally adopted when commenting on

lexical reconstructions (see 7.6.). The system cf Ba vcvel har-

mony has been basically analysed and described by hail & Yokwe

(1979).
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7.2.1.1.3, Tone

As tone is not of much importance in my comparative study of

Eastern Nilotic, no emphasis is laid on the analysis of its

functions in the various languages. Nevertheless, on the sur-

face lexical items are marked for tone throughout.

Generally speaking, tone in b& is relevant lexically as well

as grammatically. Of the five tones noted by Yokwe (1977/78:38),

the last one does not occur in my own data: high tone (marked

'), low tone C)> mid-tone (left unmarked), high-falling tone

(*) , and low-rising tone C*).

7.2.1.2. BARI dialects
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